From Fukuoka

Take Highway Bus from Hakata Bus Terminal/Fukuoka Airport International Terminal

① Take the Toyonokuni Highway Bus to the Beppuwan Service Area (APU bus stop).
② Go down the stairs in the back of the Service Area and enter APU (On the Class room side.)*

Fare (One way): 3,140 yen
* Book of 4 tickets: 2,090 yen (One way)
About 140 min from Hakata Station
About 100 min from Fukuoka Airport

* For routes, please see the dotted red line in the figure to the left.
* The stairs are located outdoors and are steep. Please only use this route during the daytime and in clear weather.
* Descending the stairs will take you to a roadway. Please be careful when crossing the road.

※When coming from the direction of Fukuoka in a private vehicle, you can use Beppuwan Service Area Smart Interchange provided that vehicle is equipped with ETC. If the vehicle is not equipped with ETC or if you are coming from the opposite direction, please use the Beppu Interchange.

From Osaka

By Ferry from Osaka Nanko

① Take the Ferry “Sunflower” from Osaka Nanko Port Cosmo Ferry Terminal
→Get off at Beppu Kanko-ko

Beppu Kanko-ko → Dai San Futou Iriuchi bus stop

About 11 hours 50 min

② After getting off the ferry, proceed to the “Dai San Futou Iriuchi” bus stop on foot. (4 min)

③ Take Oita Kotsu bus No. 50 52 or AS54 from “Dai San Futou Iriuchi” bus stop → Get off at Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University (APU)

Fee (One way) : 490 yen
About 20 min